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PRESIDENT’S LETTER
My messages this month are a combination of
good news and not-so-good news, so here goes:
Our 2020 gem and mineral show is cancelled
per 100 percent vote by the Board. All vendors
have recently been issued a refund of their
booth fees. We will look at the possibility of
hosting our 2021 show the second weekend of
next July. The good news is that the owner of
Country Court Event Hall agreed to transfer
our entire deposit to next year’s show! The few
expenses related to this year’s show are
minimal compared to what we would have lost
had we chosen to go forward this year.

to self-isolate for at least 14 days. Another
patient at that doctor’s office, who was there
on the same day as our friend, has contracted
the virus and has been hospitalized. Although
the numbers are small here on the mountain,
cases in Arizona continue to be on the rise.
All I know is that most of us have underlying
conditions. We must consider all people as we
are out and about, just as I wish others would
have consideration for me and my family.

We on the Board know that some of you are a
little stir crazy and feeling a need to have more
rocks added to your collections. With that in
Second bit of not so good news is that we will
mind, I am pleased to tell you that we are
not be having a monthly meeting yet. The VFW starting monthly outings this month. Thanks to
continues to follow CDC Guidelines and we must Karen and Rick, a fun day is planned with a few
also do the same. One of the struggles I have
restrictions. We will head out to the higher
had is how to limit the number of attendees at country for a nice day in the cool forests north
our meetings. With a limit of 30 social
of Luna, New Mexico. See the announcement
distanced attendees, who must we turn away at elsewhere in this month’s Rock Talk.
the door? We will see how things are in July,
We continue receiving telephone calls and
although I am not encouraged. The good news is emails from various potential vendors who are
the VFW will credit our club with the monthly
desperate to find a show. Since all clubs in our
rate for every month we are unable to meet.
region are cancelling activities, except for an
That credit will be applied to next year’s rate
occasional outing, it is impossible to locate a
so that will help our 2021 outgoing expenses.
club that has not cancelled their show. Even
In support of not feeling encouraged, I will
share some news with you that is tugging at my
heart. A club member recently received the
dreaded “contact tracing” call from the State
Health Department. The member had recently
presented to a local doctor’s offices. That
doctor (a young and seemingly healthy person)
is now a confirmed COVID 19 patient. Our
friend is moving forward quickly for testing, as
well as obeying the health department request

those shows scheduled for July, August, and
September are holding off on the decision to
cancel. These are hard times for everyone.
Remember, you are all missed and I sincerely
appreciate the support I have received from
some of you. It is much needed during this
challenging time.
Rose
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By Carl Hickman

INCOME: None in May

No scheduled expenses for
June

EXPENSES
Newsletter printing and postage
Annual contribution to the Holbrook Hidden Cove Park
Annual IRS 990n filing
Refund checks sent to all prepaid show vendors.

The Rocky Mountain Federation Annual Meeting in Wyoming will be taking place later this
month. We have given our proxy vote to our State Director, Jodi Brewster. If anyone wants
a digital copy of the Federation’s Annual Report, please contact Rose and she will email a copy
to you.
Do any of you know of any youth groups or retired folks with time on their hands who would

like to do some special volunteering over the summer? The City of Holbrook is looking for
volunteers to help clean up or anything else that might be needed at one of our favorite
places, Hidden Cove (Petroglyph) Park. If you or any people you know are able to help out,
please contact the park caretaker, Michael O’Dell at 928-241-0293. Please mention you were
referred by our club.

Sandra Angelo reports that a friend of hers in Calimesa, California, is selling “her dad’s

lapidary shop, all or part, rocks/stones from the 60s, 70s, and 80s that came from old mines.”
Also included in the sale is lapidary equipment. If you are interested, you can contact
Joyce McIntire at:

dancinhoofsmch@aol.com
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By Maureen Helm

inosaur bones and trace fossils
can be found throughout the
West and Southwest, including
Arizona. Trace fossils are evidence of how an
animal behaved and their activities, such as
where they went or what they ate. Trace
fossils often are found separate from the
organisms which created them, so knowing
exactly how they were caused can be difficult
or even impossible. They do, however, help
scientists decipher the life of these creatures.
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Ultra-rare Wyoming
Dinosaur Gizzard

geological area and generally high in silica.
Second, it should be rounded and polished due
to the dinosaur’s gizzard acting as a rock
tumbler with other rocks and fibrous objects.
Finally, the stone much be found with the
bones of the dinosaur that ingested it, or at
least in a sediment layer dating from the time
of dinosaurs.

This last criterion causes problems with
identification since smooth stone found without context can be contributed to the action
Trace fossils can be placed into three
of wind or water. There are several ways to
categories: (1) tracks, toothmarks and trails; distinguish gastroliths from stones that have
(2) burrows and borings; and (3) gastroliths
been worn by the elements. Gastroliths are
and coprolites. They also include imprints of
highly polished on the higher surfaces with
little or no polish in depressions or crevices.
skin, fur, and feathers, which are rare.
A gastrolith, also called a stomach stone More highly polished gastroliths often contain
or gizzard stone, is a rock held inside a gastro- long, microscopic rilles (craters) which are
thought to be a result of contact with stomach
intestinal tract. The name comes from two
acid. Many gastroliths became scattered when
Greek words, “gastro”, meaning stomach, and
“lith,” meaning stone. In animals lacking proper the animal died and then entered a stream or
beach environment, so they show the wear
grinding teeth, such as birds, crocodiles,
alligators, seals, and sea lions, the gastroliths signs of both the digestive tract and water
action. It is believed that the most highly
are ingested to help grind up food. In some
aquatic species the rocks are swallowed to aide polished gastroliths may have been swallowed
repeatedly by other dinosaurs.
with buoyancy. Gastroliths can pass through
the digestive system and frequently need
Information that can be gleaned from
replaced. Gastroliths associated with dinosaurs gastroliths is important in providing data about
the lives of dinosaurs. Paleontologists are
can weigh a pound or slightly more.
researching new methods of identifying
In 1906, George Reber Weiland noted
gastroliths that are found in the absence of
the presence of worn and polished quartz
pebbles within the remains of plesiosaurs and dinosaur remains. Because the number of
suspected gastroliths is large, verifying their
sauropod dinosaurs and deduced that these
identity is an important step to tracing them
stones were gastroliths. In 1907, Burnam
back to their original source and understanding
Brown was among the first paleontologists to
the lives, behaviors, and migration patterns of
recognize that dinosaurs used gastroliths in
dinosaurs.
their digestive systems to aid in the grinding
of food. To prove that a stone is a gastrolith
that a dinosaur used in digestion, geologists
generally require solid evidence. First, the
stone must be unlike rocks in the immediate
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MEETING PLACE AND TIME: We will meet in Springerville at
the Western Drug/McDonalds parking lot at 9:00 AM and leaving
at 9:30 AM. Please have your gas tank already full and ready
to go!
GENERAL ITINERARY: We will be travelling to Luna, NM, and then onto Forest Road to Center
Fire Bog.
VEHICLE REQUIRED: Any vehicle will do, and car parking areas are available. These roads are
usually good, and we prefer that carpooling be avoided.
WHAT WE ARE COLLECTING: Crystals and Luna Agate.
WHAT TO BRING: Rock hammers, pry bars, gloves, buckets, eye protection, lunch, snacks, sun
screen, lawn or camp chairs (for social distancing) and lots of water. Don’t forget your cell
phone. The club owns a few walkie-talkies; however, if you own any, please bring them for better
communication during the traveling. If you don’t have a walkie-talkie, make sure we have your cell
number. (Don’t forget to cover up your holes!) For any questions, please call Trip Leader Karen
Dorsey at 928-536-2360 or cell phone no. 480-745-5061

F YOU ARE A ROCKHOUND AND HISTORY BUFF — Stan Arneklev

shared these photos of an historic family cemetery that is located at the site of
Center Fire Bog. He says there is quite a bit of pioneer history in that area and he
would be glad to share it with anybody who is interested. So when you have your quota
of agates and crystals, you might want to check it all out.
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From The
Clackamette Gem 12/15

gates with inclusions are some of the
rarest and most beautiful agates in the
world. These inclusions may be sagenitic,
plume, dendritic, or moss. They are of the
quartz variety, cryptocrystalline, formula:
SiO2 silicon dioxide with hardness of 6.5-7
on the MOHS scale.
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Submitted by
Rose Fowers

There is a fundamental difference
between plume and dendrites.

The plumes are characterized by feathery
inclusions made up of metallic sulfide
minerals, usually marcasite or pyrite. Other
sulfides like cinnabar, orpiment, and Realgar
have been seen to form plumes. It is known
Dendrites, moss, plume, and similar
that minerals crystallize out of magma or
inclusions have added interest and value to lava in a given order: olivine – pyrozene –
gemstone for about as long as man has been amphibole – biotite; followed by feldspars,
aware of the beauty and gem potential of
quartz, etc. The final product to crystalize
such “rock.” But apparently up to now, man
is the sulfide minerals. These can crystalize
has been dependent on inclusions formed in in vugs formed by gasses in the magma or
nature. The process by which they
lava. The plumes are the first. After the
developed in nature has been only vaguely
lava flows have been extruded, the highly
understood and thought to require long
explosive volcanic eruptions or rhylitic lavas
periods of time, even in the geological
can deposit welded tuffs or ignimbrites over
concept of time. Any means, therefore, of
the andesitic rocks. The tuffs are excellent
making the formation of inclusions in gemsources for silica. As tuffs are weathered,
stone is automatically of more than passing the silica is leached from them and in turn is
interest.
deposited in the vugs that contain the late
stage plumes that crystallized in the vugs in
It is not uncommon to see agates from
West Texas labeled as “dendritic,” yet you rocks formed by previous eruptions. The
see Montana agate labeled as “plume” agate. plumes were first, then the agate was
Some find dendritic agates may not show a formed around it.
trace of dendrites when the agate is
Dendrites are formed by oxide minerals,
candled by passing light through it. It seems such as limonite, pyrolusite, and a host of
that microcrystal of chalcedony has
other manganese and iron minerals. The
fiber-optic properties such that light pass- dendrites form when the agate spends some
es in just one direction. I have seen some
time with the minerals. The dendrites are
Montana agates that were cut and the slabs laid down in space between the bands of the
appear clear and devoid of plumes in one
agate, which are there first, and so the
direction and were loaded with plumes in the dendrites form within the agate. Dendritic
other. Clarity is no sign that Montana agates agates have fern-like patterns in them,
will not have plumes. Some of the finer
including matter deposited during agateplumes come in some unlikely odd-looking
building. This includes sagenitic growths
nodules, yet often the flat nodules will have (radial mineral crystals) and chunks of
the finer dendrites. These can also be found entrapped debris, such as sand, ash, or mud.
in the spaces between parallel bands of onyx
(Continued on next page)
variety of Montana agates.
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(Agates, cont.)
Dendritic agate can be tricky to cut because the dendrite inclusions occur at various
depths in the rough stone. The lapidary needs to cut the material to expose the most
interesting patterns.

Saw Cut of Natural Dendrite

Dendrite Oval Cut

Would you believe that these beautiful
dendrite earrings sell for $1,400?

Cutting nodules of plume agate to reveal plumes is not difficult if one remembers to cut
only in the longest, flattest direction—just as one would slice a biscuit. The rind can be
tumbled off these agates to get a view of what is inside or how it lays, or candle the agate
by holding it above an electrical light. One method is to block up the agate in plaster or
simply glue it to a board with Elmer’s Glue or a similar adhesive. Use a magic marker to
make lines to which the cut is parallel.

E all regret the fact that the club has had to cancel our yearly Show. It is always a
lot of work to organize and set up, but the fun begins when the visitors start
streaming in. One of the greatest parts of the Show is the Kids’ Activity Zone.
Seeing the kids get excited about rocks, dinosaurs, and all the treasures to be found in the
Earth is gratifying to all of us. Stan
Arneklev has shared some
photos from last year’s Show. And
kids, never fear! We will be
back with more treasures for you
next year!
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